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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA


No. 127/89


BETWEEN:

NADIA ANNE ROMEO (by her
litigation guardian MARGARET ORWIN)
Plaintiff

AND:

THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
Defendant



CORAM:	ANGEL J


REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

(Delivered	25 November	1994)


On or about 24 April 1987, the plaintiff, Nadia Anne Romeo, was severely injured when she fell some six and one half metres on to Casuarina Beach from the top of the Dripstone cliffs which form part of the Casuarina Coastal Reserve.	The plaintiff was born on 1 June 1971.

The plaintiff alleges that the losses and damages she suffered as a result of her injuries were caused by the negligence of the defendant, the Conservation Commission of


the Northern Territory.	The Conservation Commission is and was at the time a public authority statutorily vested with the management and control of the Casuarina Coastal Reserve.

The Reserve is an area of natural beauty.	The Dripstone Cliffs and Casuarina Beach are a popular recreation area.
Members of the Darwin community are naturally attracted to the area for recreational purposes.	They were so in April 1987.
At that time, most visiting members of the public used the cliff top area of the reserve in the early evening to view tropical sunsets.	An area known as Dripstone Park or Lions Park is some distance from the cliffs.	A range of facilities were provided at that park by the defendant, such as barbeques, showers and toilets, car parking facilities, lighting, play equipment, shade and grassed areas.	The only facility provided at the top of the Dripstone Cliffs was a car park, the perimeter of which consisted of low post and log fencing erected by the defendant.	The grass at the top of the cliffs was cut and maintained by the defendant and plants there were irrigated by the defendant.

In April 1987, the plaintiff had a part-time job at Norgen-Vaas Icecream at Casuarina Shopping Square.	On Friday,
24 April 1987, the plaintiff worked from 5.00pm until 9.00pm. After finishing work at 9.00pm, the plaintiff and her friend, Jacinta Hay, banked the night's takings at the National Australia Bank, Bradshaw Terrace, Casuarina.	The plaintiff and Jacinta had arranged to meet other young people at
Dripstone Cliffs for a beach party.	At about 9.45pm, after banking the night's takings, the plaintiff went to the Casuarina Tavern bottle shop.	According to her evidence, she bought a small bottle of Bundaberg Rum and six Island Coolers. The plaintiff estimated that the bottle of rum cost in the vicinity of $15.00.	Jacinta went to the BP Casuarina Service Station to purchase a bottle of Coke.	The plaintiff  and Jacinta intended to drink the rum and Coke at the party.	The six Island Coolers were intended for another friend,
Kelly Docherty.


After the plaintiff had purchased the drinks, she met Jacinta and Kelly Docherty at the service station.	The three girls were then given a lift to Dripstone Park at Casuarina Beach near the barbecue area in Lions Park.	According to the plaintiff (whose evidence on this point I accept), they arrived at this area at approximately 10.15pm.	According to the evidence of the plaintiff, within ten minutes of arriving at the barbecue area, the plaintiff mixed two drinks of rum and Coke for herself and Jacinta.	The drinks were mixed in a milkshake container which the plaintiff had taken from work. The plaintiff estimated that she put an inch of rum in the container, then filled it to the top with Coke. A standard milkshake container was tendered as Exhibit D11.	A Norgen- Vaas milkshake container is smaller.	The plaintiff marked on Exhibit D11 the quantity of rum and the height of a Norgen Vaas milkshake container compared to a standard container.
According to their evidence, the plaintiff and Jacinta finished these drinks.	In examination-in-chief, the plaintiff said that they remained in the barbecue area for approximately
15 or 20 minutes, then proceeded to the car park area at the top of the cliffs.	This is the car park shown in Exhibit P1. The plaintiff estimates that she arrived at the top car park between 10.45pm and 11.00pm.	Kelly Docherty estimated that they arrived at the car park at around 10.30pm.

When the plaintiff and Jacinta were in the top car park, they had another drink similar to the first one.	According to the plaintiff, she and Jacinta talked to friends for approximately 20 minutes (t17).	According to Jacinta's evidence, they were sitting on the line of logs which form the perimeter of the car park opposite a Sea Hibiscus bush (t53).
Jacinta identified this area in Exhibit P1 with an oval shaped circle that encompassed a bush and a log fence and was on the landward side of the palm tree.	The plaintiff confirmed that this group of people were sitting on the timber dividers which are depicted in Exhibit P8 (t17).	After the plaintiff and Jacinta had finished their second drink, they gave some friends what was left of their rum (approximately half a bottle).	The plaintiff estimates that there were six to ten people in the top car park (t28).
In her evidence, Jacinta stated that she then went over to another group of friends who were congregating on the sea- side of the log fence.	She indicated this position by placing a smaller circle on Exhibit P1.	Jacinta's last memory of
seeing the plaintiff before the accident that evening was when the plaintiff came over to her when she was with that group of people.	This was confirmed by Kelly Docherty, who saw the plaintiff and Jacinta talking between themselves in the area between the railing and the cliff and to the east of the Sea Hibiscus.

While the plaintiff was in the car park, she went across the road to a bush to the toilet.	She then met a friend, Aretha Tafe, who had bought some Kentucky Fried Chicken.	The plaintiff and Jacinta ate some of this chicken.	The plaintiff estimates that she spent 15 minutes talking to Aretha Tafe.
Aretha Tafe arrived at the car park at around 11.30pm.


Neither Jacinta nor the plaintiff have any recollection of the events that occurred between about 11.45pm and when they woke up on the beach.	The plaintiff's last conscious memory is of sitting on the timber barrier at the eastern-end of the car park, eating chicken and talking to Aretha Tafe.

Casuarina Ambulance Station was alerted that the girls had fallen off the cliff, and St John's Ambulance Officers arrived at the cliffs at 2.07am.	After examining and talking to the plaintiff, they decided that the best option was to call for the Fire Brigade with their lifting equipment and a Stokes lifter to extract the plaintiff.	The NT Fire Service rescued the plaintiff and she was transported to Royal Darwin Hospital by St John's Ambulance.
There is conflicting evidence as to the quantity of rum that was purchased by the plaintiff.	In examination-in-chief, the plaintiff stated that she purchased a small half bottle of Bundaberg Rum.	She said that the bottle she bought was in the shape of a flask rather than a square bottle, and she estimated it as having cost $15.00 (t15).	A small flask bottle of Bundaberg Rum contain 375mls and the larger square bottles contain 750mls.

In cross-examination, the plaintiff agreed with counsel for the defendant that if she and Jacinta had consumed two drinks each, their total consumption of rum would have amounted to about 400mls of rum.	In answers to interrogatories sworn on 9 September 1989, the plaintiff said that she consumed 200mls of Bundaberg Rum.	This answer was tendered as Exhibit D10.	The parties agreed that 75mls of rum would equate to the mark made by Nadia on Exhibit D11 which indicated the amount of rum she put in the container (t340).

The manager of the Casuarina Tavern, Mr Trevor Schelg, gave evidence that in April 1987, the wholesale price of 750ml and 375ml bottles of Bundaberg Rum was $11.99 and $7.28 respectively.	Mr Schelg stated that the retail mark-up ranged from 28% to 32% on a 375ml bottle, and 20% to 25% on a 750ml bottle.

Given the plaintiff's evidence that the bottle cost in the vicinity of $15.00, that the parties agreed that the two
girls consumed 300mls of rum in total, and the evidence of Mr Schelg that it was more likely that a 750ml bottle of Bundaberg Rum cost $15.00, I find that the plaintiff purchased a 750ml bottle of Bundaberg Rum. I also find that Nadia and Jacinta consumed approximately 150mls of rum each on the evening in question.

There was a conflict of evidence as to whether the plaintiff was obviously affected by alcohol on the night in question. As indicated above, the plaintiff had two rum and Coke drinks on the evening in question.	In cross-examination, the plaintiff confirmed that she had consumed alcohol only on two occasions previously and that the alcohol consumed on those occasions was rum and Coke.	On the night in question, the plaintiff described herself as not being in any way affected by alcohol (t30).	A number of witnesses gave evidence that the young people gathered at the top of the cliff were quietly talking rather than engaging in loud or boisterous behaviour.	Kelly Docherty gave evidence that she considered that Jacinta was "a bit tipsy, but not drunk", and she did not notice anything unusual about Nadia's appearance (t70).	Mr Henry's evidence was that the two girls were in a "good mood" and did not seem drunk to him (t76).	During cross examination, Mr Dexter agreed that the behaviour of the plaintiff and Jacinta Hay did not lead him to draw any conclusions about their level of sobriety (t112).
Doctor Helen Dauncey, Consultant Pharmacologist, gave expert evidence on the effect of alcohol on mood and performance.	Doctor Dauncey was asked to express an opinion  on the effect of alcohol on a hypothetical person who had consumed alcohol to a similar extent as the plaintiff, with the same experience of alcohol and physical attributes as the plaintiff.	Dr Dauncey was invited to assume that the two drinks contained 90 millilitres of rum each, or 180 millilitres in total.	Her opinion was that such alcohol consumption would have adversely affected co-ordination, judgment, concentration and attention skills; but she was unable to assist the court with the extent of the effect on these performance skills (t174).

Doctor Dauncey was asked to evaluate two possibilities: first, that the plaintiff and Jacinta fell over the cliff shortly after 11.30pm; or alternatively, that the plaintiff sustained her injuries at around 1.00am in the morning.	On the assumption the plaintiff fell shortly after 11.30pm, Doctor Dauncey considered that the effects of alcohol on behaviour, concentration and judgment would have been intense.
At the later time, the effects, said Doctor Dauncey, would be less intense.	She said (t176) that co-ordination, gait and speech would be impaired, but that the probability of fool- hardy behaviour being observed was less likely.

I accept Doctor Dauncey's general findings.
Given the plaintiff's age, the amount of food she had eaten that evening, and the fact that she had drunk rum on two previous occasions only and the nature of the mishap, I reject her evidence that she was not in any way affected by alcohol.
I also give little weight to the observations of

Kelly Docherty and Aiden Henry that Nadia did not seem drunk.

In relation to Mr Dexter's observations, it should be borne in mind that he came into contact with the girls approximately two and a half hours after their last drink.	On the evidence, I am of the view that the plaintiff was adversely affected by alcohol.	However, it is not possible to say with any accuracy to what degree her behaviour, concentration and judgment were obviously impaired.

There was a conflict of evidence as to the position the plaintiff was found on the beach and as to the position on the cliff top from where she fell.	A number of witnesses described the night of 24 April 1987 as a clear, dark night.
In examination-in-chief, the plaintiff said visibility that night was limited to about nine metres, though observers saw things that night at a greater distance without commenting on poor visibility.

The plaintiff had not visited the top of Dripstone Cliffs prior to the evening in question, although she was familiar with the area generally.	She stated that she had played cricket on the beach on Sundays.	Counsel for the Defendant referred to interrogatories in which the plaintiff stated that
she had played beach cricket about six times (t25).	On those occasions, the plaintiff had reached the beach from the car park at the top of the cliffs by a path giving access to the beach from the cliff top on another side of the same point (t25).

The plaintiff and Jacinta have no recollection of the circumstances in which they fell from the cliff.	The plaintiff alleges that she fell off the cliff on to the sand at the point where the two people in Exhibit P3 are standing.
At this point, there is a gap in the vegetation which borders the cliff (see Exhibit P1).	This gap in the vegetation appears to have been caused by water run-off.	It was not of the defendant's making.	At the base of the cliff there are two caves.	The two caves are shown in Exhibit D9.	The plaintiff says she fell on to the sand near the right-hand cave on Exhibit D9.	The defendant says the plaintiff fell to a point on the sand near the other cave.
The plaintiff's first conscious memory after approximately 11.45pm was waking up at the bottom of the cliff in the sand.	According to the plaintiff's evidence, the plaintiff was lying on her stomach, her feet were pointing towards the rock island in the middle of the sand and her head was towards the dark cave shown in Exhibit P3.	The plaintiff estimates that she was one to two metres from the dark cave shown in Exhibit P3.	The plaintiff gave evidence that Jacinta was directly behind her in the vicinity of the plaintiff's feet.	This was confirmed by Jacinta's evidence.
Counsel for the plaintiff submitted that the absence of cuts and abrasions on either the plaintiff or Jacinta, supported the submission that the plaintiff fell from this part of the cliff.	Counsel for the plaintiff submitted that if the plaintiff fell from where the defendant said she fell, the plaintiff's injuries would have included cuts and abrasions, since this part of the cliff face had shelving below the lip.	In contrast, counsel for the defendant submitted that I should find that the place at which the girls fell was in the vicinity of the Sea Hibiscus bush, rather than the gap in the vegetation in Exhibit P3.	Counsel for the plaintiff relied on the evidence of the plaintiff, Aiden Henry and Monica Romeo, while counsel for the defendant relied primarily on the evidence of the two Northern Territory Fire Service officers and the ambulance officer, Niall Dexter.

I consider that the plaintiff's evidence as to her position on the beach was cogent and credible.	Her evidence that she woke up on the beach, lifted her head and saw directly in front of her a dark patch indicating the opening of a cave and rocks was not challenged in cross-examination (t19).	Although she was drifting in and out of consciousness, she had ample opportunity to observe her surroundings as she was in that position for some time.	I agree with counsel for the plaintiff that the other witnesses who gave relevant evidence as to the plaintiff's position, such as the witnesses Mayo, McLeod and Dexter, can be challenged to some degree
because of difficulty determining distance, angles and depth from the top of the cliffs on a dark night.

The evidence of the NT Fire Service officers, McLeod and Mayo, and the St John's Ambulance officer, Dexter, as to the position of the plaintiff on the sand, was tempered by the fact that more than six years had elapsed since the events in question had occurred.	In contrast to Monica Romeo who visited the cliffs in the months following the accident, neither of the former three witnesses had visited the scene in the intervening years.	Mr McLeod returned to the scene to search for his radio, but not for the purpose of pinpointing the plaintiff's position.	In contrast to Monica Romeo, Mr Henry and the plaintiff herself, all three officers were there for the purpose of rescuing the plaintiff.	Thus preoccupied, they had an inferior opportunity to accurately assess the plaintiff's position relative to the caves and to specific locations on the top of the cliffs.

During cross-examination, Mr Dexter stated that his principal concern when he looked over the cliffs was to get down to the beach as quickly as possible and assess the nature of the patient's injuries (t104).	Accordingly, his recollection of the events may be discounted.	Although he had a conversation with Jacinta, he could not recall what she looked like, or what the plaintiff and Jacinta were wearing (t107).	Although Jacinta had a broken collar bone and a punctured lung, Mr Dexter, an ambulance officer, did not
notice anything unusual about her (t111).	In contrast to the evidence of the plaintiff, Monica Romeo and Mr Henry, Mr Dexter's evidence was that the plaintiff's head faced towards the cliff and her feet faced almost directly out towards the water.	Mr Dexter's evidence is also at odds with the plaintiff in so far as he said she was lying on her back (t105).		On the whole, I generally prefer the evidence of the plaintiff, and of Monica and of Mr Henry to that of Mr Dexter in relation to the plaintiff's position on the beach.

While Mr Henry was at the BP 24 Hour Service Station at Casuarina in the early hours of the morning, he was told that the two girls had fallen from the cliff.	He returned to the cliff at the point where there is a gap in the vegetation (marked with Mr Henry's initials on Exhibit D14), and saw the plaintiff lying on the beach directly below.	Mr Henry was also asked by counsel for the defendant to mark on a photograph of the two caves the position in which Ms Romeo was lying (Exhibit D15).	After observing Nadia from the top of the cliff, Mr Henry began to walk down to the beach.	He met Jacinta Hay on the way down.	She explained what had happened and they walked down to where Nadia lay on the beach.

Mr Henry's evidence was that he consumed about nine or ten cans of Victoria Bitter between 4.30pm in the afternoon and the early hours of the morning of 25 April when he left the cliff area.	The majority of these cans were consumed from 7.30pm onwards.	He jogged from the cliffs to BP Casuarina (a
distance of 3-4kms), then according to his evidence, ate some food.

Although the evidence about Mr Henry's sobriety is open to a number of interpretations, I consider that his evidence should be given credit.	He was definite about the plaintiff's position.	Although he had consumed a relatively large amount of alcohol that evening, he had been exposed to alcohol for a number of years and was familiar with the area, having drunk alcohol on a number of occasions at the Dripstone Cliffs.	He had stopped drinking alcohol earlier in the evening, and jogged a considerable distance to BP Casuarina.	I agree with counsel for the plaintiff, Mr Waters, that the scene would have left an indelible impression on his memory.		He had more time to observe than the officers involved in the rescue.	I agree with Mr Waters that Mr Henry did not have the same problems of perspective, or judging angles, as Dexter, McLeod and Mayo, when he went to the gap in the vegetation and looked directly down to where the plaintiff lay on the beach.

I turn to the evidence of Monica Romeo.	On Exhibit D14, Monica indicated with a cross and her initials where her sister was lying on the sand (t192).	Upon being shown Exhibit P7, Monica identified the plaintiff's position as a mark made by Mr Henry on the exhibit.	Monica indicated that she observed her sister from a point on the cliff face slightly to the left of the gap in the vegetation shown in Exhibit D14.
During cross-examination, Monica rejected the proposition that her sister could have been midway between the point Monica identified on Exhibit P7 and the Sea Hibiscus bush depicted at the top of the cliff to the left of the photograph.	In contrast to Mr Dexter's evidence, Monica's evidence was that her sister was lying on her stomach with her face towards the cliff.	Monica estimated that the plaintiff was one to two metres from the cliff face (t200).

I accept Monica's evidence for a number of reasons.	She was an observer rather than a participant in the rescue operation.	At that stage, she was a disinterested observer in that she did not realise that the person she saw lying on the beach was, in fact, her sister.	She observed the plaintiff for a period of ten minutes from the vantage point directly above the plaintiff.	She returned to the area on two occasions in the week following the accident, first with her boyfriend, then with her mother.		She visited the cliffs again in August 1987 for the purpose of taking some photographs, one of which now comprises Exhibit P3.	No other witness had a contemporary opportunity to refresh their memory.	Under cross-examination the witness was "adamant" and "definite" that she observed the plaintiff in the position she indicated (t204).

I accept the evidence of the plaintiff as being the most cogent and reliable indication of her position after she fell.
Her evidence is supported by that of her sister Monica, and
Aiden Henry.	I consider their evidence credible.	I prefer that evidence to the evidence of Mr Dexter as to the plaintiff's position on the beach for the reasons I have canvassed above.	I find that the plaintiff's position was as indicated by Mr Henry in the Exhibit P3, that is, at a point on the sand directly below the gap in the vegetation on the edge of the cliff face shown in Exhibit P1.

The plaintiff and Jacinta were affected by alcohol.		The plaintiff and Jacinta wandered off from the group of friends who were congregating on the sea-side of the log fence.	This group of friends were approximately three metres from the cliffs' nearest edge.	It is apparent and I infer that the plaintiff and Jacinta did not realise the location of the cliff edge and walked off and over the cliff edge at the point where there is a gap in the vegetation, some distance from the log fence.	Leading to that gap was an area of light coloured bare earth naturally created by surface water running off the cliff.		This area is to be seen in Exhibit P1, and in Exhibit (P4).	In the gloom it had the deceptive appearance to the girls of a foot path leading to the gap in the vegetation.	It did not have that appearance in daylight.	Nor would it have so appeared to a sober alert person on the night in question.
It did not appear so to Mr Henry or to others on the night in question.	I infer that the plaintiff and Jacinta were deceived to follow that path to and over the cliff edge.	They literally walked over the edge with their heads in the air.
They did not slip or at any time apprehend the presence of the cliff edge prior to their fall.

The plaintiff pleaded her case in her Amended Statement of claim as follows:

"3.	At all material times the Defendant was the occupier of the Casuarina Coastal Reserve.

	At all material times the Defendant was responsible for the management, regulation and control of the said Casuarina Coastal Reserve.


	The Defendant in and for the purpose of such management, regulation and control carried out landscaping including mowing and irrigation of the reserve, installed roads, car barriers and improved access to the reserve.


	The Plaintiff and the class of persons to whom she belonged relied upon the Defendant as a consequence of its regulation and control as set forth in 4(A) hereof in resorting to the area for recreation purposes.


	The assumption of responsibility for the purposes set forth in the proclamation of the reserve and as demonstrated by the actions set forth in 4(A) and as a consequence of the Defendant's statutory obligations created a duty of care owed to the Plaintiff and the class of persons to which she belonged.


	The said cliff was at all material times a concealed danger known to the Defendant and/or an unusual danger of which the Defendant knew, or ought to have known.


	The said injuries, loss and damage were caused to the Plaintiff as the result of the negligence on the part of the Defendant, its servants or agents."


A strenuously contested question in the present case is whether the defendant owed a common law duty of care to the plaintiff.	The existence of a duty of care may depend on what an authority does in performance of its function, ie a conduct
based duty.	As Mason J said in Sutherland Shire Council v Heyman (1985) 157 CLR 424 at 459:

"... a public authority which is under no statutory obligation to exercise a power comes under no common law duty of care to do so ... [b]ut an authority may by its conduct place itself in such a position that it attracts a duty of care which calls for exercise of the power."

Alternatively, a duty may arise by reason of the statutory power of control rather than by reason of occupation or use of or conduct upon the land:	see eg Schiller v Mulgrave Shire Council (1972) 129 CLR 116.	The source of the duty lies in the capacity to exercise power of control rather than conduct in exercise of that power, see per Barwick CJ at 120.


Subject to any question of policy, a matter to which I will return, it is now clear from Sutherland Shire Council v Heyman (1985) 157 CLR 424 that general principles of negligence apply to public authorities, see per Mason J at 457, per Deane J at 500.	Since Australian Safeway Stores Pty Ltd v Zaluzna (1987) 162 CLR 479, it is also now clear that the liability of an occupier of land to those who enter the land is to be determined by the ordinary principles of negligence.	In that case it was said (at 488):

"A prerequisite of any such duty is that there be the necessary degree of proximity of relationship.	The touchstone of its existence is that there be reasonable foreseeability of a real risk of injury to the visitor or to a class of person of which the visitor is a member.
The measure of the discharge of the duty is what a
reasonable man would, in the circumstances, do by way of response to the reasonable risk."

As Mason CJ, Deane, Gaudron and McHugh JJ said in Gala v Preston (1991) 172 CLR 243 at 252-253 (omitting case references):

"Commencing with Jaensch v Coffey, this Court, in a series of decisions, has accepted that a relevant duty of care will arise under the common law of negligence only in a case where the requirement of a relationship of proximity between the plaintiff and the defendant has been satisfied:	see Sutherland Shire Council v Heyman; Stevens v Brodribb Sawmilling Co. Pty. Ltd.; San Sebastian Pty. Ltd. v The Minister; Cook v Cook.	The requirement of proximity constitutes the general determinant of the categories of case in which the common law of negligence recognizes the existence of a duty to take reasonable care to avoid a reasonably foreseeable and real risk of injury.	In determining whether the requirement is satisfied in a particular category of case in a developing area of the law of negligence, the relevant factors will include policy considerations."

The existence of the necessary proximity of relationship has been held to be dependant upon proof of the reasonable foreseeability of a real risk of injury to the visitor and the measure of the discharge of that duty is what a reasonable man, in the circumstances, would do by way of response to the foreseeable use:	Hackshaw v Shaw (1984) 155 CLR 614 at 663.

Learned counsel for the defendant submitted that in the present case there was no duty of care.	However, I can not agree with that submission.	The defendant, as I have said, is a public authority statutorily vested with control of the coastal reserve which is managed for the public who come there
as of right.	As Dixon J said in Aiken v Kingborough Corporation (1939) 62 CLR 179 at 209:

"The member of the public, entering as of common right is entitled to expect care for his safety measured according to the nature of the premises and of the right of access vested, not in one individual, but in the public at large."

Earlier (at 206), Dixon J said, "But it is one thing to impute in general terms a duty of care and another to define its measure."	As to the measure of the duty, at 210, Dixon J said:

"What then is the reasonable measure of precaution for the safety of the users of premises, such as a wharf, who come there as of common right?	I think the public authority in control of such premises is under an obligation to take reasonable care to prevent injury to such a person through dangers arising from the state or condition of the premises which are not apparent and are not to be avoided by the exercise of ordinary care."

I am of the view that the defendant, in control as it was of the coastal reserve, and knowing as it did that members of the public visited the cliff-top area as of right, was under such an obligation on the night of the plaintiff's accident.

As the judgment of Dixon J demonstrates, the relationship between the plaintiff and the defendant was a relationship of proximity that gives rise to a duty of care of the scope referred to.

This case does not involve the plaintiff having been induced to rely on specific conduct of the defendant or to
rely on the defendant carefully exercising its power to protect the plaintiff in circumstances where the failure to do so foreseeably would cause damage.	The finding of a common law duty of care in the present case does not depend on specific reliance or on some unfulfilled task undertaken, but upon control of the coastal reserve.	No specific conduct  on the part of the defendant in its management of the coastal reserve gives rise to any special duty in the present case.

In the present case, the presence of the cliffs and their physical circumstances were there for all to see in daylight. Their dangers were inherent and self-evident.	Their dangers were not created by the defendant, as was the hazard in Arzt v City of Darwin (1982) 69 FLR 59.	The plaintiff knew of the presence of the cliffs from her general knowledge of the area and her observations and experience prior to the night in question when going to and from Casuarina beach via the cliff area.

The defendant heavily relied on the decision of the South Australian Full Court in Wilmott v State of South Australia 23 December 1993 (as yet unreported), in support of the contention that there was no duty of care in the present case.
However that case involved unalienated Crown land which was not a recreational area dedicated to public use to which the plaintiff had no right of entry.	The defendant in that case did nothing to attract the public to the land; nor was it under any statutory duty to manage or control the area for the
benefit of the public; nor was it shown to have assumed that function by active management and supervision.	Schiller, supra, and Nagle v Rottnest Island Authority (1993) 177 CLR
423 were both expressly distinguished.

Nagle, supra, was heavily relied upon in the present case by the plaintiff as establishing liability.	However, that case, too, is distinguishable.	That case involved the failure to warn of a hidden danger.	It was expressly found that a warning sign would have been an effective deterrent to the plaintiff diving where he did, cf Saroukas v Sutherland Shire Council (1989) 69 LGRA 169, (1992) ATR 81-149 (CA), and the
comment (1993) 1 TLT 199.


Counsel for the plaintiff argued that the defendant's conduct in the present case of establishing a car park near the cliff top, cutting grass on the cliff top, erecting a post and log fence at the perimeter of the car park, nurturing trees in the cliff top area together with establishing toilets, lighting and other facilities in other parts of the reserve, and the general employment of rangers, gave rise to a duty of care based on general reliance upon the defendant making the area safe for public use.

Counsel for the plaintiff relied upon the following passage in the judgment of Mason J in Heyman, supra, at 463- 464:

"In the case of a public authority, the foreseeability of the plaintiff's reasonable reliance is a sufficient basis
for finding a duty of care, subject to such dispensations as may arise from the special character of a public authority exercising statutory functions, a matter to be discussed shortly.

If this be accepted, as in my opinion it should be, there will be cases in which the plaintiff's reasonable reliance will arise out of a general dependence on an authority's performance of its function with due care, without the need for contributing conduct on the part of a defendant or action to his detriment on the part of a plaintiff.	Reliance or dependence in this sense is in general the product of the grant (and exercise) of powers designed to prevent or minimize a risk of personal injury or disability, recognized by the legislature as being of such magnitude or complexity that individuals cannot, or may not, take adequate steps for their own protection.
This situation generates on one side (the individual) a general expectation that the power will be exercised and on the other side (the authority) a realization that there is a general reliance or dependence on its exercise of power:	see, Shapo, The Duty to Act (1977), at pp.95-
96.	The control of air traffic, the safety inspection of aircraft and the fighting of a fire in a building by a fire authority (but cf. Bennett & Wood Ltd. v. Orange City Council) may well be examples of this type of function."

However, I do not think these submissions advance the case for the plaintiff, for, as appears from the judgment of Dixon J in Aiken, supra, at 209-210, a member of the public entering as of common right to land controlled by a public authority is only entitled to expect care for his safety measured according to the nature of the premises.	In the present case, and particularly given the scope of the defendant's duty towards the plaintiff, the plaintiff has the difficulty that any risk of injury reasonably foreseeable to the defendant was equally foreseeable to the plaintiff and other members of the public who visited the cliff area.
The plaintiff has pleaded that the cliff constituted a concealed danger, or, alternatively, an unusual danger.	In daylight, this can not be said to be so.	However, the accident occurred at night when visibility was reduced and a question arises whether this makes any difference.

In Lipman v Clendinnen (1932) 46 CLR 550 at 566, Dixon J said:

"In Mersey Docks and Harbour Board v Proctor [1923] AC
253 at 274 Lord Sumner said:- 'If the danger is obvious the licensee must look out for himself:	if it is one to be expected, he must expect it and take his own precautions.	If he will walk blindfold he walks at his peril, even though he is blindfolded by the action of the elements.'	These statements with reference to the consequence of darkness are not, I think, of universal application.	Probably they refer to judicial decisions  and observations relating to injuries sustained through darkness the general effect of which they were intended to represent."

Having discussed a number of cases, Dixon J continued (at 567):

"These cases explain and illustrate Lord Sumner's observations, but they suggest that he meant to refer only to risks arising from physical features of the occupier's premises which were not so incongruous with its character or the purposes for which it was known to be appropriated as to falsify all reasonable expectation."

In the present case, the general presence and danger of the cliffs was apparent and known.	No positive act of the defendant created or increased a risk of injury to the plaintiff.	No conduct of the defendant placed it in such a position that the public (including the plaintiff) relied on it to take care for their safety such that the defendant
thereby came under a general duty of care calling for some positive action:	Sutherland Shire, supra, at 461, 463, 500,
502.	The physical features of the natural cliffs were not incongruous with the general character of the area or the use to which it was put by the general public.	No reasonable expectations were falsified.	The danger of the cliffs could have been avoided by the exercise, by the plaintiff, of ordinary care which she did not exercise on the night in question.	Any risk of injury was foreseeable to the plaintiff, the defendant and the public alike.	It follows from this that the defendant was not in breach of the duty of care it owed the plaintiff.

I think there is a further reason as to why the plaintiff can not succeed in the present case.	There are matters of policy to be considered in the present context.	The defendant had charge of managing and conserving a natural and beautiful coastal area frequented by members of the public.	Questions   of public safety in that context and whether expenditure should occur in respect to fencing or lighting or setting up signs are matters of policy for the defendant involving multifarious financial and governmental factors.

Policy questions are relevant to the distinction between misfeasance and nonfeasance which still informs the law of negligence.	Generally speaking, there is no duty on a person to take positive action to prevent foreseeable harm which that person is in no way responsible for causing, nor is there a
duty to compensate people for harm not caused by a person who could prevent it.	Here, as I have said, no positive act on the part of the defendant has created or increased the risk of injury to the plaintiff.		Any positive act, such as fencing, lighting or the erecting of signs would involve decisions on the part of the defendant involving financial, aesthetic and other factors which would in their turn have involved budgetary allocations and allocations of resources.	These matters, as Mason J said in a well known passage in Sutherland Shire Council v Heyman (1985) 157 CLR 424 at 468 - are policy matters and, particular circumstances (such as a concealed danger or an obvious danger to persons exercising reasonable care) aside, a public authority is under no common law duty to take positive action in relation to matters which are dictated by such considerations.	In the circumstances of this case, I am of the view the defendant was under no common law duty to take the positive steps suggested by the plaintiff.	As counsel for the defendant submitted, there was no basis for identifying this particular spot at the cliff top as a particular hazard and whether this particular section of the coastline under the defendant's control as opposed to some other part of the coastline under the defendant's control (some eight kilometres in length in all) ought to have been fenced or illuminated at night, or signposted, is a policy question for the defendant, not a matter for dictation by a court.
There is a further reason why, I think, the plaintiff fails in the present case.	It is her failure to prove that the alleged breaches of duty on the part of the defendant were causative of injury to the plaintiff.	The plaintiff knew of the existence and nature of the cliff edge; she was aware of the danger of walking on the cliff top in the darkness, particularly if affected by the consumption of alcohol; and provision of fencing, while acting as a barrier, would not have prevented the plaintiff progressing beyond it; the plaintiff had in fact passed beyond a barrier fence to be in the area she was in immediately prior to her fall.	That barrier fence was within three to four metres of the cliff at the place where Kelly Docherty sat.

If there had been a sign or signs, or illuminated signs, near the car park fence (and there is no reason why such sign or signs should be located precisely where the plaintiff and her friends gathered), on my view of the evidence, it can not be said that the plaintiff would probably not have proceeded as she did beyond the car park fence, on to the cliff top and over the cliff edge; cf Randel v Brisbane City Council (1989)
69 LGRA 336 at 349.	If, on the other hand, there had been a log fence closer to the cliff edge than the fence at the perimeter of the car park, one could not say that that, in all probability, would have avoided the plaintiff's mishap either.
A log fence near and following the alignment of the edge of the cliff would, on the evidence, have been impractical. It would, in all probability, have accelerated the natural
erosion of the cliffs; it would have been unsightly; it would have significantly changed the appearance of the natural environment; cf Randel, supra, at 348, 349.	Furthermore, on the evidence of Kelly Docherty, a log fence placed close to the cliffs would, in all probability, have induced people to climb and sit on it, and have created a new and additional hazard to that already presented by the cliffs.	There are sound policy reasons - questions of finance and allocation of resources apart - for thinking that a fence near the edge of the cliff would be wholly inappropriate.

The plaintiff has failed to show a breach of duty on the part of the defendant causative of the plaintiff's injuries. The plaintiff's action is dismissed.






